Early deaths and treatment-related mortality in children undergoing therapy for acute myeloid leukemia: analysis of the multicenter clinical trials AML-BFM 93 and AML-BFM 98.
The rates of early death (ED) and treatment-related mortality (TRM) are unacceptably high in children undergoing intensive chemotherapy for acute myeloid leukemia (AML). Better strategies of supportive care might help to improve overall survival in these children. In a retrospective study, we analyzed incidence, clinical features, and risk factors for lethal complications of 901 children enrolled onto the multicenter trials Acute Myeloid Leukemia-Berlin-Frankfurt-Muenster (AML-BFM) 93 and AML-BFM 98. One hundred four patients (11.5%) enrolled onto the clinical trials AML-BFM 93 and AML-BFM 98 died shortly after diagnosis or as a result of treatment-related complications. Thirty-two patients (3.5%) died before (six patients) or during (26 patients) the first 14 days of treatment, mainly as a result of bleeding or leukostasis. Low performance status, hyperleukocytosis, and French-American-British type M5 were the main risk factors for a lethal event before day 15. After day 15, the predominant causes of death were complications caused by infections, particularly bacterial and fungal infections. The incidence of lethal infections was highest during induction therapy and decreased thereafter. When comparing both clinical trials, significantly fewer patients died within the first 6 weeks in AML-BFM 98 than in AML-BFM 93 (14 [3.5%] of 430 patients v 35 [7.4%] of 471 patients; P = .01). To reduce the high incidence of ED and TRM in children with AML, early diagnosis and adequate treatment of complications are needed. Children with AML should be treated in specialized pediatric cancer centers only. Prophylactic and therapeutic regimens for better treatment management of bleeding disorders and infectious complications have to be assessed in future trials to ultimately improve overall survival in children with AML.